STAFF REPORT
Report To: Board of Supervisors

Meeting Date: June 16, 2016

Staff Contact: Susan Pansky, Special Projects Planner (spansky@carson.org)

Agenda Title: For Possible Action: To consider an appeal of the Historic Resources Commission's denial of a

request from Michele Chase (property owner: James Teegarden Rev Trust) for a vinyl picket fence on property
zoned Residential Office (RO), located at 210 North Minnesota Street, APN 003-192-08. (HRC-16-020)

Staff Summary: The applicant recently installed a new 36-inch high picket fence made of vinyl in the front
yard of the subject property without first receiving approval from the Historic Resources Commission. In
response to a letter sent by the Planning Division, the applicant submitted an application to request approval of
the previously installed fence. The Historic Resources Commission denied the request at their meeting on April
14, 2016. An appeal of the Historic Resources Commission's denial was filed by the applicant's attorney,
Andrew A. List, Esq. The Board of Supervisors may uphold or reverse the Historic Resources Commission's
decision.
Agenda Action: Formal Action/Motion

Time Requested: 45 minutes

Proposed Motion

I move to uphold the Historic Resources Commission's denial of HRC-16-020, a request from Michele Chase
(property owner: James Teegarden Rev Trust) for a vinyl picket fence on property zoned Residential Office,
located at 210 North Minnesota Street, APN 003-192-08 because vinyl fencing does not comply with the
Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation, Carson City Historic District Guidelines and is not consistent with
Historic Resources Commission policies, specifically:
1) Vinyl fencing does not enhance the overall visual presentation of a building of this age;

2) A fence made of vinyl does not contribute to the character defining features of the building in a positive
manner because of the age and historic nature of the building within the Historic District.

Board’s Strategic Goal
Quality of Life

Previous Action

The Historic Resources Commission denied the request by a vote of 4 ayes and 1 nay with 2 absent at their April
14, 2016 meeting.

Background/Issues & Analysis

Please see the attached staff memo with attachments for a complete explanation.

Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation

CCMC 18.06.070 (Appeals of HRC Action), CCMC 18.06.015 (Historic District Procedure for Proposed Project),
CCDS Division 5 (Historic District Design Guidelines)
Final Version: 12/04/15

Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact?

Yes

If yes, account name/number:
Is it currently budgeted?

Explanation of Fiscal Impact:

Yes

No
No

Alternatives

1) If the Board of Supervisors finds that the Historic Resources Commission erred in denying HRC-16-020,
reverse the Historic Resources Commission's decision and approve the application with the conditions of
approval recommended in the staff report.

2) If additional information is submitted to the Board of Supervisors that the Board believes warrants further
review and consideration of the application by the Historic Resources Commission, refer the matter back to the
Historic Resources Commission.

Board Action Taken:
Motion: ______________________________

1) _________________
2) _________________

Aye/Nay
________
________
________
________
________

___________________________
(Vote Recorded By)
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Carson City Planning Division
108 E. Proctor Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701
(775) 887-2180 – Hearing Impaired: 711
planning@carson.org
www.carson.org/planning

MEMORANDUM

Board of Supervisors Meeting of June 16, 2016
TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Susan Pansky, AICP
Special Projects Planner

DATE:

June 2, 2016

SUBJECT:

MISC-16-045 – Appeal of the Historic Resources Commission’s denial of a
request from Michele Chase (property owner: James Teegarden Rev Trust)
for a vinyl picket fence on property zoned Residential Office (RO), located
at 210 North Minnesota Street, APN 003-192-08. (HRC-16-020)
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DISCUSSION
On February 23, 2016, Planning Division staff received a complaint that a vinyl fence had been
constructed across the front yard of 210 N. Minnesota Street without Historic Resources
Commission (HRC) approval. In response to this complaint, staff sent a certified Notice of
Violation letter to the property owner on February 24, 2016 stating that an application for HRC
approval was required because the subject property is located in the Carson City Historic
District. This letter instructed the property owner to submit an application within 14 days of the
receipt of the letter, but also stated that vinyl has generally not been approved by the HRC as
an acceptable fencing material. This letter is attached to the original HRC staff report for
reference.
The property owner complied with the requirement to submit an application within the timeframe
given, and it was heard by the HRC at their meeting on April 14, 2016. As a part of the staff
report and during the HRC meeting, Planning Division staff indicated that a specific
recommendation for approval or denial of the vinyl fence was not given, as the code could be
interpreted either in favor of the applicant, or against the applicant, depending on the situation.
The staff report specifically states the following:
“Staff believes that the Historic District Design Guidelines are clear as it relates to
the materials of historic fences being reconstructed. However, the guidelines are
less clear on new fences as it relates to material, but focus more on the visual
presentation of the fence versus the building. Because the fence is the same
style and meant to mimic a wood picket fence, it could be argued that the vinyl
fence in question meets the requirement. However, the HRC has typically not
approved vinyl fencing in the Historic District because it is not a historic material.
As a result, staff has provided two motions for the HRC to consider – one to
approve and one to deny – and has not made a specific recommendation.”
Staff then instructed that if the HRC chooses to deny the application, the specific reasons for the
denial should be noted in the motion for the denial.
After extensive discussion, the HRC voted to deny the request for a vinyl fence by a vote of 4
ayes and 1 nay with 2 absent. The motion for denial specifically stated that “vinyl fencing does
not comply with the Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation, Carson City Historic District
Guidelines and is not consistent with Historic Resources Commission policies, specifically:
1) Vinyl fencing does not enhance the overall visual presentation of a building of
this age;
2) A fence made of vinyl does not contribute to the character and defining
features of the building in a positive manner because of the age and historic
nature of the building within the Historic District.”
The findings above are based on the Carson City Development Standards for the Historic
District, Section 5.24.2, Guidelines for New Fences.
On April 25, 2016, the Planning Division received an appeal from the applicant, Dr. Michele
Chase (appellant) via her attorney, Andrew A. List, Esq. The appellant’s grounds for appeal are
listed in the pages that follow with responses from staff for each item.
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1.

The fence is in compliance with Guideline 5.24 in that its intended use is to define the
property line and provide protection from trespass. This is important to the appellant
because the property was recently robbed. In addition, the fence is low profile and
picket-styled. Furthermore, it matches the “critical elements” of scale, material and style
in that it matches other fences in the neighborhood, particularly the two vinyl picket-style
fences of the very same block. It is compatible with the building in that the pickets of the
fence match and enhance the look of the picket-style front porch on the structure.
Finally, while the guideline makes note that fences were typically made of wood, it also
makes note of masonry and metal fences. Most importantly the guidelines do not
mandate a wooden fence nor prohibit a vinyl fence.
Staff Response:
The appellant states that the vinyl fence in question matches the “critical elements” of
scale, material and style because it matches other fences in the neighborhood,
particularly the two vinyl picket fences on the same block. Staff and the HRC agree that
the fence does match other fences in the neighborhood in scale and style, but does not
agree that it matches the critical element of material. Neither of the two vinyl picket
fences noted received approval from the HRC.
The guidelines do specifically make mention that fences were typically made of wood, or
sometimes masonry or metal as these are the historic materials that were prominent in
the Historic District when the various structures were originally constructed. While the
guidelines do not specifically prohibit vinyl fencing, this was not a product that was
available when the home was originally constructed somewhere in the date range of
1875 to 1877. As a result, vinyl has generally been considered an inappropriate fencing
material.
The HRC is charged with maintaining the overall architectural character of the Historic
District and properties listed or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places within
the guidelines recommended by the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park
Service. To preserve the historic integrity of the Historic District, the HRC has very
specifically not approved inappropriate materials for historic structures and properties
when those materials may be seen from the public right-of-way. Vinyl is not specifically
precluded because the HRC reviews requests on a case-by-case basis and makes a
determination based on the unique circumstances of the request. For example, the HRC
has allowed vinyl fencing in some rear yards, but only when the fencing is not visible to
the general public. While it may not seem so to some, there is a visual difference
between vinyl and wood picket fencing, which the HRC has deemed would not enhance
the visual presentation of a building.

2.

The fence requested is in compliance with Guideline 5.24.1 in that it emulates the
historic styles and designs found in the district. There are five structures on North
Minnesota Street between West Telegraph Street and West Musser Street. The two
structures located directly north of the appellant’s property (216 N. Minnesota and 302
N. Minnesota) have vinyl fences that are nearly identical to the appellant’s fence. The
property located directly south of the appellant’s property does not have a fence. The
structure at 340 N. Minnesota has a wooden picket fence. Thus, in this case, the fence
on the subject property emulates perfectly the styles and designs (being a white picket
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fence) within the district. Again, it should be noted that there are several, if not several
dozen, vinyl fences within Carson City’s historic districts.
Staff Response:
Guideline 5.24.1 reads as follows:
5.24.1 Guidelines for Historic Fences. Original fences shall be retained
and repaired when at all possible. When reconstruction must occur the
original shall be matched in color, material, size, scale, texture and
composition. New fences for historic houses should emulate historic
styles and designs found in the district. (Standard Number: 2, 4, 5, 6)
It’s important to note that this guideline is for historic fences and properties with historic
fences that are potentially in need of replacement. Referencing the last sentence related
to new fences by itself is out of context for this guideline because the guideline relates to
new fences being reconstructed in place of an original historic fence. This is not the case
with the subject property, as it’s a new fence that replaces a hedge. Furthermore, the
guideline states that when reconstruction must occur the original fence shall be matched
in color, material, size, scale, texture and composition. These requirements must be met
in addition to emulating historic styles and designs found in the district when a new fence
is being considered to replace a historic fence. Finally, this guideline references specific
standards from the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation that are
incorporated into the Historic District Design Guidelines under Section 5.13. These
standards are as follows:
Standard 2: The historic character of a property will be retained and
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be
avoided.
Standard 4: Changes to a property that have acquired historic
significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.
Standard 5: Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize the property
will be preserved.
Standard 6: Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color,
texture, and where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features
will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
The reference to these standards further supports that Guideline 5.24.1 is related
specifically to retaining or replacing historic fences, rather than constructing new fences
in the Historic District where fences did not exist previously. This guideline does not
apply to the subject property.
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3.

The fence requested is in compliance with Guideline 5.24.2. Recall that prior to
construction of the fence in question, a hedge over four feet high bordered the property.
The hedge was unsightly, overgrown, and encroached on the sidewalk. The new fence,
complying with 5.24.2, is less than four feet in height and thus enhances the view of the
structure, especially compared to the hedge that existed before. It also contributes to the
character and defining features of the structure because the pickets in the fence emulate
the pickets on the front porch of the structure.
Staff Response:
Guideline 5.24.2 reads as follows:
5.24.2 Guidelines for New Fences. The appropriate design for a fence
will be determined by its intended function and its location. No fence shall
be constructed which adversely effects the primary view(s) of any
building. A fence design should enhance the overall visual presentation of
a building. A fence should also contribute to the character and defining
features of any building in a positive manner. (Standard Number: 9)
The HRC determined during its evaluation of the fence that the vinyl composition versus
wood does not enhance the overall visual presentation of the building and does not
contribute to the character and defining features of the subject building in a positive
manner. The reason for this is because vinyl is not a historic material that would have
been used when the building was originally constructed. The HRC has never approved a
front yard vinyl fence as a result of this interpretation because its members feel strongly
that vinyl is not an appropriate front yard fencing material in the Historic District. In fact,
there have been at least two instances within the last 5-8 years where the HRC was
made aware of vinyl fences that had either been recently constructed or were in process
of being constructed without HRC approval. In both of these cases, the HRC was able to
work with the property owners to remove the fences and replace them with appropriate
material. The HRC’s position on the importance of material type is further supported by
the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, specifically Standard Number 9
that is referenced in Guideline 5.24.2. This standard states the following:
Standard 9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction will not destroy historic materials, features and spatial
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale, proportion, and massing to protect the
integrity of the property and its environment.
In the case of the subject property, the HRC does not believe the vinyl fencing material
is compatible with the historic materials used elsewhere on the property and, as a result,
does not protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

4.

The guideline regarding fences in the Carson City historic district also issues regarding
constitutionality. A statute can be found unconstitutional because it does not give the
appellant fair notice and adequate warning that his or her conduct runs afoul of the law.
See, e.g. Smith v. Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 572-573, 94 S.Ct. 1242, 1246-1247, 39
L.Ed.2d 605 (1974); Cohen v. Kentucky, 407 U.S. 104, 110, 92 S.Ct. 1953, 1957, 32
L.Ed.2d 584 (1972). In particular, the guideline does not give any adequate warning that
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vinyl fences would be disallowed. The guideline states only that “Typically front yards in
the district were delineated by low provide, wood picket style fences. A few metal and/or
masonry fences can be found as well.” This does not preclude a fence made of vinyl.
Staff Response:
Carson City Municipal Code (CCMC) expressly requires a person to obtain approval
from the HRC prior to making exterior improvements:
CCMC Section 18.06.015 Procedure for Proposed Project. Any
proposed project to construct, alter, remodel, restore, renovate,
rehabilitate, demolish, remove or change the exterior appearance of a
building or structure; or to place signs, fences, or lighting or to construct
parking areas or site improvements; or which affects the exterior
landscape features and spaces that characterize a property and its
environment shall not be started without prior approval of an application
submitted to the Historic Resources Commission (HRC) as provided for
by this chapter.
Although the appellant alleges that the relevant guidelines pertaining to the construction
of fences within the historic district are unconstitutionally vague because those
guidelines fail to sufficiently provide a person with fair notice and adequate warning of
prohibited conduct, based upon a review of relevant case law, counsel for the
Commission has determined that the appellant’s claim is without merit and that the
historic guidelines would likely withstand a constitutional challenge in a court of law.
5.

The Historic Resource Commission spoke frequently during the meeting about their
dislike of vinyl fences and the need to “make an example” of the structure at 210 N.
Minnesota Street. It was noted that several property owners have constructed vinyl
fences, but this Historic Resources Commission did not have a hearing with these
property owners. It is suggested that the Historic Resources Commission revisit their
guidelines and enforcement in the future so that if vinyl fences are prohibited that this is
stated clearly within the Commission guidelines.
Staff Response:
The HRC has set a precedent for not approving vinyl fences in the Historic District
because they believe the material is not appropriate as has been discussed in the
previous responses. By stating that they felt it necessary to make an example of the
subject property, their intention was to maintain the precedent already set, not to
specifically make an example of this particular property. Because that precedent exists,
it would be arbitrary and capricious to approve the vinyl fence for this property owner,
when other property owners in the district have been denied the same request.
While it would be ideal to have enforcement capabilities such that every unapproved
exterior improvement in the Historic District is identified in a timely manner, the reality in
Carson City (and in most jurisdictions across the country) is that the resources required
to monitor at such a level are unrealistic. Had other unapproved vinyl fences been
brought to the Planning Division’s or the HRC’s attention when they were newly
constructed or in process, a hearing would certainly have occurred for those as well.
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Staff recommends that the Board of Supervisors uphold the Historic Resources Commission’s
denial of the front yard vinyl fence.
If you have any questions, please contact Susan Pansky at 283-7076 or spansky@carson.org.
Thank you.
Attachments:
Appeal Letter from Andrew A. List, Esq. dated April 25, 2016
HRC-16-020 Notice of Decision
Draft Minutes from April 14, 2016 HRC Meeting
Case Record from April 14, 2016 HRC Meeting
Staff Report from April 14, 2016 HRC Meeting including all original attachments

DRAFT MINUTES
Regular Meeting
Historic Resources Commission
Thursday, April 14, 2016  5:30 PM
Community Center Sierra Room
851 East William Street, Carson City, Nevada
Commission Members
Chair – Jed Block
Vice Chair – Mike Drews
Commissioner – Robert Darney
Commissioner – Karyn de Dufour
Commissioner – Gregory Hayes
Commissioner – Donald Smit
Commissioner – Lou Ann Speulda

Staff
Hope Sullivan, Planning manager
Susan Dorr Pansky, Special Projects Planner
Dan Yu, Deputy District Attorney
Kathleen King, Chief Deputy Clerk
Minutes by: Tamar Warren, Deputy Clerk
NOTE: A recording of these proceedings, the board’s agenda materials, and any written comments or
documentation provided to the recording secretary during the meeting are public record. These materials are on
file in the Clerk-Recorder’s Office, and available for review during regular business hours.
An audio recording of this meeting is available on www.Carson.org/minutes.
A.

CALL TO ORDER AND DETERMINATION OF QUORUM

(5:30:16) – Chairperson Drews called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. Roll was called and a quorum was
present.
Attendee Name
Mike Drews
Robert Darney
Jed Block
Karyn de Dufour
Gregory Hayes
Donald Smit
Lou Ann Speulda
B.

Status
Present
Absent
Present
Absent
Present
Present
Present

Left

PUBLIC COMMENTS

(5:31:06) – Chet Hayes, who introduced himself as the Immediate Past Master (2015 President) of Carson Lodge
Number One, announced a Public Rededication Cornerstone Ceremony at the Nevada State Museum,
commemorating the 150th anniversary of laying out the first brick at the Carson City Mint. Mr. Hayes noted that
the ceremony will take place on Saturday, September 24, 2016 at 2 p.m. He also announced an upcoming open
house event.
(5:33:10) – Ms. Pansky introduced Hope Sullivan, Carson City Planning Manager, and Dan Yu, Deputy District
Attorney.
C.

ACTION ON APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE JANUARY 6, 2016 MEETING.
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(5:34:16) – MOTION: I move to approve the minutes of the January 6, 2016 meeting as presented.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:
D.

APPROVED (5-0-0)
Speulda
Hayes
Drews, Block, Hayes, Smit, Speulda
None
None
Darney, de Dufour

MODIFICATION OF AGENDA

(5:34:48) – None.
E.

DISCLOSURES

(5:34:59) – Commissioner Smit disclosed that he had spoken to Jim de Arrieta, applicant representative and a
friend, regarding agenda item F-1, adding that the conversation would not impact his decision on the item.
Chairperson Drews disclosed that he had met with the contractors regarding the CLG [Certified Local
Government] program grant at the Nevada State Prison last month.
F.

PUBLIC HEARING MATTERS

F-1
HRC-16-020 POSSIBLE ACTION TO APPROVE A REQUEST FROM MICHELE
CHASE (PROPERTY OWNER: JAMES TEEGARDEN REVOCABLE TRUST) FOR A PICKET
FENCE, ON PROPERTY ZONED RESIDENTIAL OFFICE (“RO”), LOCATED AT 210 NORTH
MINNESOTA STREET, APN 003-192-08.
(5:36:08) – Chairperson Drews introduced the item.
(5:36:50) – Ms. Pansky presented the agenda materials which are incorporated into the record and indicated that
the applicant was present to answer the Commissioners’ questions. Commissioner Hayes noted that many vinyl
fences had been placed in the Historic District without permission, and once built, they are difficult to remove.
Commissioner Smit expressed concern over the education of property owners in the District prior to any repairs
being done. Commissioner Block cited several projects using vinyl fences that had been replaced by wooden
ones. Discussion ensued on existing vinyl fences in the District and the notification process of the guidelines.
Mr. Yu advised that approval of the application could open the door to “challenges” by property owners who have
already complied by tearing down their fences. Further discussion ensued regarding the deteriorating wooden
fence separating the residence from a nearby business. Dr. Michele Chase, applicant, explained that she was not
amenable to having a vinyl fence on the side of the house and a wooden fence in the front.
(6:15:09) – There were no public comments.
(6:15:20) – Chairperson Drews reminded the Commission that a motion to deny this request would require
specific reasons per the Staff Report. Commissioner Smit inquired about the communication process to the
property owners in case of a denial. Ms. Pansky clarified that Staff was notified about this property via a
complaint and “had to respond to it”, adding that they would respond to complaints about the other properties as
well, should they be brought forward. Mr. Yu noted that since the other properties had added their fences over ten
years ago, a statute of limitations might apply to the possible complaints.
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(6:121:25) – MOTION: “I move to deny HRC-16-020, a request from Michele Chase (property owner:
James Teegarden Revocable Trust) for a vinyl picket fence on property zoned Residential Office (RO),
located at 210 North Minnesota Street, APN 003-192-08 because vinyl fencing does not comply with the
Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitation, Carson City Historic Guidelines, and is not consistent with
Historic Resources Commission Policies. Specifically, vinyl to me, looking at Standard Number 9 Guidelines for new fences, does not enhance the overall visual presentation of a building of this age. A
fence made of vinyl also does not contribute to the character and defining features of the building in a
positive manner, again because of the age and historic nature of the building within the Historic District.”
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:

APPROVED (4-1-0)
Hayes
Block
Drews, Block, Hayes, Speulda
Smit
None
Darney, de Dufour

(6:23:35) – Ms. Dorr Pansky advised Dr. Chase of the requirements for appeal.
F-2
HRC-16-030 FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: TO APPROVE A REQUEST FROM THE
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM (PROPERTY OWNER: CARSON CITY LIBRARY) TO PAVE IN AND OVER
EXISTING PARKING SPACES TO CREATE A FENCED-IN OUTDOOR PLAY/PICNIC AREA ON
PROPERTY ZONED PUBLIC COMMUNITY (PC), LOCATED AT 813 NORTH CARSON STREET,
APN 002-164-01.
(6:23:52) – Chairperson Drews introduced the item.
(6:24:17) – Ms. Pansky presented the agenda materials, incorporated into the record, along with subject property
photographs. She also suggested approving the project with a series of Recommended Conditions of Approval
outlined in the Staff Report and incorporated into the record.
(6:29:09) – Applicant representative Luana Olsen clarified how the parking spaces would be moved closer to the
museum, providing additional safety for patrons. Commissioner Smit received clarification that the
Commission’s approvals will only encompass the fence and, in concept, the Special Use Permit items such as the
landscaping and the structures within the fence. Discussion ensued regarding a shade structure such as an awning,
or a stage, and Chairperson Drews noted that tonight’s approval would not include the awning. Ms. Pansky
suggested that any deviation from the Recommended Conditions of Approval must be specified in the motion.
There were no public comments.
(6:35:55) – MOTION: “I move to approve a request from The Children’s Museum (property owner:
Carson City Library) to pave in and over existing parking spaces to create a fenced-in outdoor play/picnic
area on property zoned Public Community (PC), located at 813 North Carson Street, APN 002-164-01,
based on the findings and subject to the Conditions of Approval outlined in the Staff Report, the Standards
and Guidelines of Rehabilitation, Carson City Historic District Guidelines, and consistent with Historic
Resources Commission Policies. This [motion] is just for the fence and the play area, and that the awning
shown on the building, the playground equipment and the stage would have to come back for further
review and approvals.”
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MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:
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APPROVED (5-0-0)
Smit
Speulda
Drews, Block, Hayes, Smit, Speulda
None
None
Darney, de Dufour

F-3
HRC-16-031 FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: TO APPROVE A REQUEST FROM
PROPERTY OWNER JASON JUSTICE TO REMOVE A PORCH/STOOP COVERING AND TO
DEMOLISH A LEAN-TO STRUCTURE ATTACHED TO THE EXISTING ACCESSORY
STRUCTURE, INCLUDING ASSOCIATED IMPROVEMENTS, ON PROPERTY ZONED
RESIDENTIAL OFFICE (RO), LOCATED AT 1001 NORTH NEVADA STREET, APN 001-183-05.
(6:37:12) – Chairperson Drews introduced the item.
(6:37:44) – Ms. Pansky presented the Staff Report and accompanying photographs which are incorporated into
the record. She also recommended approval with the outlined Conditions of Approval in the Staff Report.
(6:40:55) – Jason Justice, applicant, introduced himself and gave additional detail on the project. Commissioner
Block commended Mr. Justice for the renovations.
There were no public comments.
(6:43:10) – MOTION: “I move to approve HRC-16-031, a request from property owner Jason Justice to
remove a porch/stoop covering and to demolish a lean-to structure attached to the existing accessory
structure, including associated improvements, on property zoned Residential Office (RO), located at 1001
North Nevada Street, APN 001-183-05, based on the findings and subject to the Conditions of Approval
outlined in the Staff Report, the Standards and Guidelines of Rehabilitation, Carson City Historic District
Guidelines, and consistent with Historic Resources Commission Policies.”
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:

APPROVED (5-0-0)
Block
Speulda
Drews, Block, Hayes, Smit, Speulda
None
None
Darney, de Dufour

F-4
HRC-16-015 FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: ACTION RECOMMENDING TO THE BOARD
OF SUPERVISORS A PROCLAMATION DECLARING THE MONTH OF MAY AS HISTORIC
PRESERVATION AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL AWARENESS MONTH.
(6:44:09) – Chairperson Drews introduced the item.
(6:44:23) – Ms. Pansky presented the agenda materials and the attached proclamation, both of which are
incorporated into the record.
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There were no public comments.
(6:45:24) – MOTION: “I move to recommend to the Board of Supervisors a Proclamation declaring the
month of May as Historic Preservation and Archaeological Awareness Month.”
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:

APPROVED (5-0-0)
Block
Speulda
Drews, Block, Hayes, Smit, Speulda
None
None
Darney, de Dufour

(6:45:40) – Ms. Pansky believed that this item will be heard by the Board of Supervisors on May 5, 2016.
F-5
HRC-15-183 FOR POSSIBLE ACTION: TO SELECT RECIPIENTS FOR THE 2016
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS IN HISTORIC
PRESERVATION.
(6:45:51) – Chairperson Drews introduced the item.
(6:46:11) – Ms. Pansky presented the agenda materials including the nominations for the award from the previous
meeting. Commissioner Block recommended the home on 603 West Robinson Street. Discussion ensued
regarding the number of awards in a given year and Ms. Pansky clarified that it would be up to the Commission to
determine that number.
There were no public comments.
(6:52:26) – MOTION: “I move to select Chris de Witt, Restoration Supervisor for Nevada State Railroad
Museum, and his team and the historic Glenbrook Locomotive for the 2016 Historic Preservation Award in
celebration of Historic Preservation and Archaeological Awareness Month.”
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTENTIONS
ABSENT:

APPROVED (5-0-0)
Smit
Block
Drews, Block, Hayes, Smit, Speulda
None
None
Darney, de Dufour

(6:53:45) – Ms. Pansky clarified that this agenda item would be presented at the May 5, 2016 Board of
Supervisors meeting.
F-6
DISCUSSION ONLY REGARDING AN UPDATE OF THE 2015 HISTORIC
PRESERVATION FUND (HPF) GRANT PROJECT.
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(6:54:04) – Chairperson Drews introduced this item, and Ms. Dorr Pansky reviewed the agenda materials which
are incorporated into the record, and expected to have a further update in the next meeting. Commissioner
Speulda offered to volunteer for additional hours for the matching portion of the grant. Chairperson Drews
encouraged the remaining commissioners to follow suit.
G.

STAFF REPORTS
PLANNING DIVISION STAFF REPORT TO THE HISTORIC RESOURCES COMMISSION.

(6:58:29) – Ms. Pansky expected at least one application to be heard in the May meeting.
COMMISSIONER REPORTS/COMMENTS
(6:59:11) – There were no commissioner reports.
FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
(6:59:20) – Previously discussed
H.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

(6:59:24) – None
I.

ACTION ON ADJOURNMENT

(6:59:45) – Commissioner Hayes moved to adjourn. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Speulda.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 p.m.

The Minutes of the April 14, 2016 Carson City Historic Resources Commission meeting are so approved this 12th
day of May, 2016.
_________________________________________________
MICHAEL DREWS, Chair
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CARSON CITY HISTORIC RESOURCES COMMISSION
CASE RECORD
MEETING DATE: APRIL 14, 2016
AGENDA ITEM NO.: F-1
__________________________________________________________________________________
APPLICANT(s) NAME: Michele Chase
FILE NO. HRC-16-020
PROPERTY OWNER(s): James Teegarden Rev Trust
__________________________________________________________________________________
ASSESSOR PARCEL NO(s): 003-192-08
ADDRESS: 210 North Minnesota Street
__________________________________________________________________________________
APPLICANT'S REQUEST: To approve a request for a vinyl picket fence on property zoned Residential
Office (RO
__________________________________________________________________________________
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: [X] SMIT
[X] HAYES

[ ] de DUFOUR

[X] SPEULDA-DREWS [X] DREWS
[X] BLOCK

[ ] DARNEY

STAFF REPORT PRESENTED BY: Susan Pansky
[X] REPORT ATTACHED
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
[ ] CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
[ ] DENIAL
APPLICANT REPRESENTED BY: Michele Chase
__X__APPLICANT/AGENT

PRESENT

_____APPLICANT/AGENT
SPOKE

____APPLICANT/AGENT
NOT PRESENT

____APPLICANT/AGENT
DID NOT SPEAK

APPLICANT/AGENT INDICATED THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THE STAFF REPORT, AGREES AND
UNDERSTANDS THE FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONDITIONS, AND AGREES TO
CONFORM TO THE REQUIREMENTS THEREOF.
____ PERSONS SPOKE IN FAVOR OF THE PROPOSAL

____ PERSONS SPOKE IN OPPOSITION OF THE PROPOSAL

DISCUSSION, NOTES, COMMENTS FOR THE RECORD:
Hayes – There are other plastic fences in the area. But the reality is that some get built without HRC
approval. Once it’s completed, we rarely take them away. But it is not a material typically appropriate.
Smit – issue is how people are notified about this. What are the triggers?
Drews – The fencing contractors should be well aware of the approved materials. We had a special
meeting and invited them to discuss this issue.
Smit – Want to see Planning notify everyone in the Historic District once so people are aware of the
requirements.
Hayes – Can’t recall ever approving a vinyl fence.
Speulda-Drews – Do you plan to replace the wood fence on the side?
Dr. Chase – Didn’t replace a fence, there was a hedge that was overgrown and dying.
Speulda-Drews – The siding on this house is asbestos, which is not historic. Maybe there is room.
Drews – Dr. Chase, are you willing to move this vinyl fence to the side and put wood in the front?
Dr. Chase – No.
Block – Whether you need a building permit or not isn’t really the issue. Notification would be nice. But
one call to the Planning Division would be nice. Perhaps they did didn’t know but the District has been
around since 1982.
Dr. Chase – House has been in our family for 40 years. It belonged to my father-in-law, then my
husband. I chose this fence because it was a seamless transition to the neighbors to the north.
MOTION WAS MADE TO RECOMMEND DENIAL.
MOVED: Hayes SECOND: Block PASSED: _4_/AYE _1_/NO _0_/ABSTAIN _2__/ABSENT

Reason for denial: Because vinyl fencing doesn’t comply with Standards.
enhance overall presentation of a building of this age.
SCHEDULED FOR THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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DATE:

Specifically it does not

